
  

  

TRAVEL EXPENSES 
GUIDELINES  

 

Basic guidelines
Please submit only one claim for each month and project number. 
Please summarise the claim in a single file (max. 2 MB) as follows:

1. Cover sheet (travel expenses form)
2. Attachment (supporting documents) – Please make sure that all

information in the supporting documents is legible and in no way 
obscured.)

 

Travel expenses form 

• Please use the travel expenses form provided by Hays, which will have been sent to you in 
advance 
(If you do not have one, you can request one from your Hays contact or download one from the 
download area of our homepage). You can find a copy of the form at the following link: 
https://www.hays.de/download-weitere-vertragsinformationen  
 

• Using the Hays form, please include all applicable items associated with your journey (type of 
transport, per diems / flat-rate allowances, additional meals, etc.) that can be reimbursed by 
Hays in accordance with the company's contractual obligations 
 

• For better transparency, please use a separate line for each tax rate for each item. 
E.g. Hotel: overnight stay 7%; city tax 0% = two rows must be entered; one for the total amount 
of the overnight stay and one for the total amount of city tax) 
 

• Please ensure the items included are sorted in date order 

 

  



  

  

Please note that we can only reimburse travel expenses that have been completed correctly and are 
included as part of your individual project contract (receipts, forms, approvals, etc.). 

 

For administrative reasons, travel expenses submitted without a form cannot be processed! 

 

Also please note: We can only reimburse expenses for services that have already been provided. 
For example, flights that were booked in January but do not take place until March can only be 
reimbursed as part of your March expenses, as you may incur other expenses by this time. 

 

Receipts 

• Unless otherwise agreed, please have your travel expenses documentation made out in your 
name / the name of your company.  

• Only receipts that are clearly legible can be reimbursed.  
• All required information in accordance with Section 14 of the German VAT Act must be available 

and clearly legible on each receipt.  
• Please ensure you submit these documents at the end of the month in which the services were 

performed.  
• Please submit only one copy of these documents with your expenses statement. 
• Supporting documents should be listed individually and not summarised on your travel expenses 

form. 
• Please ensure that you sort the copies of your receipts in this file in the same order you used on 

your travel expenses form (i.e. by date). 
• If it is not possible for you to obtain a receipt that includes the correct tax information, these 

expenses can only be reimbursed by submitting an ad-hoc, handwritten receipt. Please note that 
in such cases any available input tax deductions cannot be claimed and will be lost. 

  



  

  

Domestic receipts and documentation 
  

Domestic receipts or documentation are settled net, plus the statutory sales tax, if you are entitled to 
deduct input tax in Germany (please also refer to the section on primary and ancillary services).  
If you are not entitled to deduct input tax in Germany, we will refund the receipts gross for net. 
 
 

Foreign receipts 
  

Foreign receipts and documentation are settled gross for net, plus the statutory VAT (primary and 
auxiliary services), provided you are authorised to deduct input tax in Germany. 

If you are not entitled to deduct input tax in Germany, we will refund the receipts gross for net. 
Foreign currencies must be stated accordingly and the exchange rate must be verified. This can be 
done by providing, for example, a credit card statement or bank receipt. 

If no exchange rate is indicated, we will use the current exchange rate available via the OANDA currency 
calculator on the day the receipt was issued. 

 
  



  

  

Hotel expenses (if agreed) 
  

Only the actual accommodation expense will be reimbursed (i.e. things such as minibar, TV, 
breakfast, etc. are not to be included). If not covered by the individual project contract, items such 
as parking fees will only be reimbursed after approval by the project manager. Please note that in 
contrast to overnight accommodation, most fees on a hotel bill are taxed at 19%! 
Accommodation expenses are taxed at 7%. The "city tax" is often tax-free. 
A separate item must be entered for each tax rate on your travel expenses sheet. 
 
 
Example: Hotel bill including breakfast 

 
 
 
 
Example: Travel expenses form – Since for tax reasons breakfast is not paid for, it is simply deleted. 
Only your accommodation costs will be entered on the form.  
Although the date of invoice was 19/11/2018 (date of payment), the correct performance date 
(26/11/2018) is listed instead. 

 

  



  

  

Please note: 
Please ask the hotel to make out an invoice that either displays only the cost of your accommodation or 
that lists your breakfast as a separate item. 

Please make sure that you are issued with an invoice that includes the correct tax. As a rule, booking 
confirmations do not entitle the holder to deduct input tax, since not all tax criteria pursuant to Section 14 
et seq. are usually applied. 

For tax reasons, we have to deduct 20% of the rate stated by the Federal Central Tax Office (currently 
€28.00 = €5.60) for a business package, as we have to assume that breakfast is included in the listed 
expenses. 

It is best to show the deduction for the additional meal expenses in a separate line on the travel 
expenses form. 

 

Example: Hotel bill including Business Package 

 

 

 

Example: Travel expenses form – The full cost of the Business Package will be stated on the form. The 

deduction for breakfast (see above) is made on a separate line. Depending on the contractual 

agreement, additional meal expenses may also be claimed. 



  

  

Flights and long-distance transportation (if agreed) 

  
Only the actual flight or train costs will be reimbursed after submission of the appropriate receipt(s). 2nd 
class rail journeys and economy class flights will be reimbursed, unless otherwise stipulated in the 
individual project contract. 

 

Flights within Germany are generally taxed at 19%. 

Rail journeys within Germany are taxed at 7%. 

Flights abroad are completely tax-free. Rail journeys from Germany to foreign countries or vice versa will 
show 2 separate amounts – a domestic amount, which is usually taxed at 7%, and a tax-free foreign 
amount. 

  

Please note: 
Please make sure that you are issued with an invoice that includes the correct tax. As a rule, booking 
confirmations do not entitle the holder to deduct input tax, since not all tax criteria pursuant to Section 14 
et seq. are usually applied. 

Should you receive a free meal during the flight, any additional meals entered must, for tax reasons, be 
reduced accordingly (currently 20% of the full meal allowance for breakfast and 40% of the full meal 
allowance for lunch and dinner). 
It is best to show the deduction of the additional meal allowance in a separate line on the travel 
expenses form. 
 
  



  

  

Example: Lufthansa booking confirmation (abroad) 
 

 
 

 

 
 
As a rule, booking confirmations do not meet all tax criteria. An invoice document must therefore be 
requested from the airline. This is normally possible up to 90 days after departure via the airline's 
homepage. The link to request a Lufthansa invoice, for example, is: 
https://www.lufthansa.com/de/de/passenger-receipt 
 
  



  

  

After entering the required data, a document will appear containing all tax criteria, such as the tax rate 
and the VAT amount: 
 

 
 

Example: Flight costs form (Note: for domestic flights, the tax rate is usually 19%) 

 



  

  

Example: Domestic rail receipt 

 

 

Example: Domestic rail travel expenses  

 

 

  



  

  

Example: Rail receipt (long-distance travel from domestic to foreign country) 

 

 

Example: Rail travel expenses form (long-distance travel from Germany abroad) – only the German 
portion of the journey is taxed at 7%. The remaining amount (foreign leg) is tax-free. 

  



  

  

Taxis and public transport (if agreed) 
  
Only the actual taxi or public transport costs will be reimbursed after submission of the 
appropriate receipt(s).  

 

Please note: 
As a rule, the regular tax rate of 19% shall apply to journeys over 50km, and the reduced tax rate of 7% 
shall apply to shorter journeys. Public transport tickets are generally subject to the reduced tax rate of 
7%. 
For taxi journeys, this rule shall only apply if these tax rates are indicated accordingly on the receipt.  

  
Example: Taxi receipts (domestic) – it is important that the correct tax rate is specified in order to claim 
the input tax deduction. 

  
 

 

Example: Form with taxi receipt (domestic) 

 



  

  

Other expenses (if agreed) 
  
These can only be reimbursed if agreed in advance and only after submission of the appropriate 
receipt(s).  
These can, for example, be charges for excess baggage, transient occupancy / visitor's tax or parking 
fees. 
 

Please note: 
Parking expenses from private operators usually include 19% VAT, if shown on the receipt. Public car 
parking usually does not include VAT. 
  
  



  

  

Flat rates (if agreed) 
  

Mileage allowance:  
Invoiced gross for net. For greater transparency vis-a-vis third parties, please indicate the route as 
well as the kilometres travelled. E.g. mileage allowance Munich – Berlin 584 km (20 km at €0.30 per 
km + 564 km at €0.35 per km). 

Please note it is not possible to invoice mileage flat rates + fuel costs, as the fuel costs are already 
included in the flat rate. 

Please also have the figures approved by your project manager, otherwise we will have to check the 
routes using Google Maps. 

 

example: mileage allowance: 

 

example: expense sheet with mileage allowance  

 

expenses person
project no 60-C-123456-01 client Example company

January 2021 destination

date
amount

(EUR - gross)
VAT

(domestic receipts)
amount

(EUR - net)

25.01.2021
mileage allowance Munich - Berlin 584 km
first 20 km at €0.30 per km

6,00 0,0% 6,00

25.01.2021
mileage allowance Munich - Berlin 584 km
564 km at €0.35 per km

197,40 0,0% 197,40

203,40

38,65

242,05

Hinweis: Approvals on the original documents remain valid,
even if our invoice results in a lower amount after examination.

Max Mustermann

total

19% VAT

net

Germany



  

  

 
 

Additional meals:  
Also invoiced gross for net. As a rule, the maximum tax rates (if contractually agreed) apply here. Flat 
rates for overnight accommodation are normally excluded as they are reimbursed against receipts. 

Please note that it is not possible to invoice additional catering expenses + restaurant receipts for one 
day, as all meals are already covered by the flat-rate meal allowance. 

The currently valid catering rates (for the year 2020) can be found, for example, here: 

https://www.outdoor-public.de/reisekosten-info-spesen-tabellen-010120.php 

 

Example of accounting / notes on entering data in travel expense sheet see page 5 

  



  

  

Foreign currency 
 
For receipts in a foreign currency (i.e. not in euros), please always send an excerpt from your credit card 
statement so that we can reimburse you for any foreign transaction fees charged by your credit card 
company. Alternatively, you can send us another receipt showing the exchange rate so that we can use 
this. 
If you do not have the corresponding documentation, please include the current rate as of the invoice 
date, which is indicated in the OANDA currency calculator, in your list of expenses.  
 
You can find the OANDA currency calculator here: https://www.oanda.com/lang/de/currency/converter/ 
 
We would also use this information to determine the amount to be refunded in the absence of any 
relevant exchange rate information. 
 
Example: For an exchange rate directly on the receipt: 
 

 
 
 
Example: Determining the exchange rate directly on the document: 
 

 



  

  

Example: Determination of the euro amount using the OANDA currency calculator (using the above 
document as an example, if no exchange rate was specified on the receipt and no other proof of the 
actual costs were available): 
 

 
 
 
Example: Determining the exchange rate directly on the document: 
 

 
  



  

  

Please also note (provided you are not exempt from tax):  
  

All services invoiced (primary and ancillary services) must display the applicable VAT (19% surcharge 
on the net amount). This also applies to foreign travel expenses.   

  

Example list of itemised travel expenses: 

 

  



  

  

Note on primary and ancillary services 
  

According to Section 3.10 (5) UStAE, ancillary services must, for VAT purposes, be treated the same as 
the primary service. In principle, a service is to be regarded as an ancillary service to a primary service if 
it is incidental to the primary service, is closely connected to it (that is, it can be financially justified that it 
rounds off and completes the primary service) and that it normally occurs after the primary service. This 
will most probably apply to travel expenses that are directly associated with a Business Partner's work, 
because were it not for the trip and the resulting expenses, the Business Partner would not be able to 
deliver the contractually agreed primary service(s). Even a separate claim covering only the expenses 
would not change the character or nature of the "ancillary service".  

 

The question as to where the primary service, and thus also the ancillary service, is provided is to be 
assessed solely on the basis of the contractual relationship that exists between Hays AG and the 
Business Partner. In accordance with Section 3a (2) UStG, the consistent place of performance is 
determined by the registered office of the service recipient, i.e. Hays AG. Accordingly, the service(s) 
(primary and ancillary service(s)) delivered by the Business Partner in Germany are taxable.  
  
The travel expenses submitted, for example, may be composed of hotel bills, tickets for flights, taxi 
receipts or possibly flat rates for car journeys, depending on what has been contractually agreed with 
Hays AG.   
  
If you have travel expense invoices that contain German VAT and you are entitled to deduct input tax in 
Germany, you can have the VAT refunded as input tax in each such case. Only travel expenses less 
input tax (i.e. the net amount) shall represent expenses that can be reimbursed to you by Hays AG. For 
this reason, any original receipts made out to you are to remain in your possession.  
  

Please note that this document is not a substitute for any legal 
advice and is provided without any liability whatsoever.   
 


